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It was a really helpful tool for me. I don't speak Japanese or any other second langauge for that

matter but didn't want to appear as the "Ugly American" who only speaks English and makes no

attempts at the native tongue when abroad. In fact I will now use all of the lanuage dictionaries

when taking a vacation, it can't hurt.
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Delivered very quickly. I was so happy to find this dictionary. Originally had one back around 2000

when our girls were in 4H and we had 3 different girls from Japan come and stay with us during the

summers and then one of our daughters went and stayed at their homes. Japanese is a very

complex language and this dictionary helps you distinguish between different uses of their words

and ours. Online translations are usually really off if you reverse translate Japanese back to English

because of all the variables. Thank you, thank you, thank you.

I got the hardcover addition, I love this book vary much! I wanted to see a bit more Japanese. But

I'm happy regardless. It's all in Romaji and the Japanese that is in here is not hiragana it's a mix of

katakana and kanji witch is nice for advanced students but I'm just learning hiragana. I got the

hardcover book and it lookes half used. Their is a few scratches and the sticker took off some of the

leather on the book. It's fine though no missing pages or anything. I like this book!Edit: Definitely

used. No one wrote in it or anything, just the pages are oldish, and the hardcover has scratches ect.

I dont mind it, because its really minor. Its a great dictionary but I just thought I was buying it new. :)

Not much to say about it. It can teach you a lot of words in Japanese. So if you're interested in

learning Japanese or just the language itself I'd definitely get this dictionary.

Ordered alphabetically, just like it says on the back, no complicated SKIP classification. It's

awesome!

it's a dictionary with katakana, hiragana and romanji-if you're studying japanese then you will know

what i mean. AND, i need all three and FILLING THAT VOID -what's with the all caps?- now if they

have a pocket size-ii digress, the point is, it covers all my language learning needs as i journey

through the language frontier. wish me luck on this one captain, cuz i got the road map on this one!

I think this might be the best Japanese-English Dictionary for intermediate learners of Japanese like



me. When you are at the intermediate level, you need to be able to translate things where it is not a

word for word translation but instead is a phrase for phrase translation and that is where some

dictionaries fall short. This one usually has the answer. Also this one has more advanced English

vocabulary than some other dictionaries. I pair this up with Pocket Kenkyusha Japanese Dictionary

which has fewer definitions but has example sentences. When translating Japanese Shogakukan

Progressive Japanese-English Dictionary is great but I am not JOUZU enough for Shogankuan

Progressive English Japanese yet.My one slight issue is that I wish Random House would do a a

more comprehensive dictionary and use example sentences for nuance.

This dictionary is great as a reference tool in terms of if your starting out in Japanese, its a great

reference tool since it has both english to japanese and japanese to english. This is a Dictionary that

any student of japanese should have as a standard tool meaning its a must have. I also recommend

along with the dictionary to purchase as well Dirty Japanese: Everyday Slang from "What's Up?" to

"F*%# Off!" (Dirty Everyday Slang) this second book should be purchased as a companion guide,

you will learn as your translating that the dictionary will cover 99 percent of what you will be looking

for but does not cover the slang or basically the informal speech that sometimes you may encounter

such as in manga and so forth, so purchasing Dirty Japanese: Everyday Slang from "What's Up?" to

"F*%# Off!" (Dirty Everyday Slang) along with the dictionary will pretty much cover you in terms of

expressions and neccessary words, the dictionary every student should get to cover 99 percent of

what you need but for the left over 1 percent get Dirty Japanese: Everyday Slang from "What's Up?"

to "F*%# Off!" (Dirty Everyday Slang)

Then I discovered your books. I feel like ColumbusÃ¢Â€Â¦ finally a new retreat, a breath of fresh air,

a new friend. Your books have a wonderful writing style, not layered with useless facts & fiction that

add pages to the novel but nothing to the story line. I adore your humor and the interplay of the

characters. Thank You for sharing your wonderful talent.
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